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Abstract. In-situ measurements of 7 volatile hydrocarbons,
Cx Hy , and 3 chlorinated organic compounds, Cx Hy Clz , were
performed at Jungfraujoch (Switzerland) during eight years
(2000–2007). The analysis of 4-h resolved non-methane
volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs) was achieved by
using gas-chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry
(GC-MS). Variabilities in the NMVOC time series dataset
were modeled by factor analysis (positive matrix factorization, PMF). Four factors defined the solution space and could
be related to NMVOC sources and atmospheric processes.
In order to facilitate factor interpretations the retrieved contributions were compared with independent measurements,
such as trace gases (NOx , CO, and CH4 ) and back trajectories. The most dominant factor (accounting on average for
∼42% of the total mixing ratio of the considered NMVOCs)
was found to be most active in winter, co-varying with CO
and CH4 and could be related to aged combustive emissions
as well as natural gas distribution. The other three factors
represent both industrial and evaporative sources. Trajectory statistics suggest that the most influential anthropogenic
NMVOC sources for Jungfraujoch are located in Eastern Europe, but the Po Valley has been identified as a potential
source region for specific industrial sources as well. Aging
of the arriving NMVOCs, the derived factors as well as limitations of the methods are discussed. This is the first report
of a PMF application on NMVOC data from a background
mountain site.
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1

Introduction

Measurements of the composition of trace gases at mountain
sites, such as the high-alpine observatory at the Jungfraujoch
located at 3580 m a.s.l. in Switzerland, offer unique possibilities because the site is intermittently exposed to air advected
from the polluted planetary boundary layer or from the lowermost free troposphere containing lower NMVOC concentrations. The latter properties have been used to study the
chemistry of the free troposphere (e.g., Zanis et al., 2003,
2007; Walker et al., 2006; Balzani Lööv et al., 2008; Cozic
et al., 2008; Parker et al., 2008) as well as long-term changes
of background mixing ratios of trace gases (Reimann et al.,
2005, 2008) and tropospheric ozone (Ordoñez et al., 2007).
Therefore, Jungfraujoch is a suitable site for background
measurements as performed within the Global Atmosphere
Watch (GAW) programme of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and projects like SOGE (System for observation of halogenated greenhouse gases in Europe). Measurements at Jungfraujoch also provide valuable information to study trace gases as well as aerosols emitted into the
planetary boundary layer (e.g. Lugauer et al., 1998). In all
such analyses air advected from the planetary boundary layer
and air from the free troposphere need to be distinguished.
This distinction was performed by different methods using
chemical tracers (e.g. Carpenter et al., 2000; Zellweger et
al., 2003), meteorological indicators (e.g. Forrer et al., 2000;
Henne et al., 2005a), or combinations of both (Henne et al.,
2008a). Another method is based on the analysis of backward trajectories of air masses arriving at Jungfraujoch and
identification whether or not they were in contact with the
planetary boundary layer (e.g., Balzani Lööv et al., 2008).
When dealing with the composition of trace gases sampled
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at high mountain sites the changes because of atmospheric
oxidation during transport need to be considered as well (Li
et al., 2005).
In this study, factor analysis (Seber, 1984; Krzanowski,
1988) was applied to organic trace gas measurements at
Jungfraujoch. This method explains the variability of trace
gas concentrations by a few underlying factors. No prior assumptions, such as meteorological conditions prevailing at
the measurement site, are required for this application. Several studies have applied factor analysis and similar multivariate methods to determine emission sources that have an
impact on air pollution at selected receptor sites. For example, uncertainty-weighted and positively constrained factor analysis (PMF2; Paatero, 1997) was successfully used
to characterize particulate and gaseous emission sources in
the planetary boundary layer of an urban background site in
Zurich, Switzerland (Lanz et al., 2007, 2008a).
The aim of the present study is to investigate the variability
of predominantly anthropogenic NMVOCs at Jungfraujoch.
NMVOC time series for the past eight years (2000–2007)
are described by means of factor analytical modeling. This
study further evaluates the capability and caveats of factor
analysis when applied to reactive substances retrieved from
remote measurement sites. After the description of the measurements and the applied factor analysis the determined factors are interpreted by making use of simultaneous inorganic
air pollutant measurements (nitrogen oxides, NO + NO2 , carbon monoxide, CO), methane (CH4 ) and backward trajectory
analysis providing information on potential locations of anthropogenic NMVOC emission sources.
2

Methods

2.1

Measurements

The high altitude research station Jungfraujoch (7◦ 590 E,
46◦ 320 N, 3580 m a.s.l.) is situated on a mountain saddle
in the central Swiss Alps between the Jungfrau mountain (4158 m a.s.l.) in the West and the Mönch mountain
(4099 m a.s.l.) in the East. Because of its high elevation, its
central location in Europe, and the proximity to source regions of anthropogenic greenhouse gases measurements at
Jungfraujoch can capture both advected air from the polluted
boundary layer as well as air from the lower free troposphere
(European background).
2.1.1

NMVOC measurements

Measurements of NMVOCs are conducted using a fully automated gas-chromatograph (GC) mass-spectrometry (MS)
(Agilent 6890 and 5793N) system with a custom-built preconcentration unit (adsorption-desorption system ADS; Simmonds et al., 1995) to allow for sample trapping of 2 L
of air for each measurement. The time span in this study
includes eight years of measurements (1 January 2000 to
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009

31 December 2007). The trace gases are collected on
a microtrap at −50◦ C for 40 min and thermally desorbed
at ∼240◦ C before they are chromatographically separated
on a 120 m×0.32 mm I.D. CP-SIL 5CB capillary column
(Chrompack) with 5 µm film thickness, and detected using
single-ion mode quadrupole mass spectrometry.
Air sample measurement runs are completed after 2 h each
and are bracketed by working standard measurements to determine and correct for instrumental drift, resulting in usually six ambient air observations per day. These working
standards are prepared by compressing ambient air into 35 L
electropolished stainless steel canisters (Essex Cryogenics,
Missouri, USA), by means of a modified oil-free compressor
(model SA-3, RIX, California, USA). These working standards are referenced against hydrocarbon standards (National
Physical Laboratories, Teddington, UK) and against transfer
standards relating the chlorinated NMVOC measurements
to the University of Bristol-98 (for dichloromethane and
trichloroethene) and the NOAA-2003 (for tetrachloroethene)
calibration scales. The mean precisions (1σ ) of the Jungfraujoch NMVOC measurements are <2 % as determined from
the precision of the working standard measurements. The
accuracies of the results are estimated at <10 %.
The short-lived NMVOCs with atmospheric lifetimes
between 2 days and 0.5 year used in this study are summarized in Table 1 (corresponding time series shown
in SI-1 http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/
acp-9-3445-2009-supplement.pdf). The organic compounds
selected for PMF (Table 1) represent an entity with respect
to their origin (primary and predominantly anthropogenic
sources) as well as to error calculations (all compounds were
measured by the same GC-MS technique). OVOC measurements (including compounds with strong biogenic sources)
were only measured during four seasonal campaigns in 2005
(Legreid et al., 2008) and were therefore not included in the
study. In this analysis correlations between the inorganic
compounds and the PMF factors were used to assist factor
interpretation (e.g., see Sect. 3.3).
2.1.2

Ancillary data

In order to assist factor interpretations we used continuous
long-term in-situ measurements of a comprehensive set of
other trace gases at Jungfraujoch which are conducted as
part of the Swiss National Air Pollution Monitoring Network (NABEL) operated by Empa in joint collaboration
with the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment (FOEN).
Carbon monoxide (CO) is monitored via non-dispersive
infrared-absorption (APMA 360; Horiba Instruments Ltd)
and NOx was measured with chemiluminescence detectors
(Cranox, CLD 770 AL ppt, Ecophysics) (Zellweger et al.,
2000). Methane (CH4 ) has been measured since 2005 by GC
with flame ionization detection (GC-FID) (Agilent 6890N)
and detailed by Steinbacher et al. (2009).
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Table 1. Mean mixing ratios, x j , standard deviations, sd(xj ), in ppt of the 10 considered NMVOC species for the years 2000–2008
(n∼60 000), and their estimated lifetimes in the atmosphere as calculated from Arey and Atkinson (2003) (hydrocarbons) or derived from
McCulloch and Midgley (1996), Kleiman and Prinn (2000), and Ko and Poulet (2003) (chlorinated NMHCs). The last column contains the
PMF-explained variability (EV; see Sect. 3.2) of each compound.

2.2

species j

synonym

formula

xj [ppt]

sd(xj ) [ppt]

lifetime

expl. var. (EV)

isobutane
butane
isopentane
pentane
dichloromethane
hexane
benzene
trichloroethene
toluene
tetrachloroethene

2-methylpropane
n-butane
2-methylbutane
n-pentane
methylene chloride, DCM
n-hexane
benzol
trichlorethylene, TCE
methylbenzene
perchlorethylene, PCE

C4 H10
C4 H10
C5 H12
C5 H12
CH2 Cl2
C6 H14
C6 H6
C2 HCl3
C7 H8
C2 Cl4

62
97
61
29
42
11
51
4
46
8

59
114
68
35
22
15
46
6
76
8

7d
6d
3d
4d
5–6 mo
3d
12 d
5–11 d
2d
3–7 mo

87%
90%
82%
85%
91%
76%
85%
97%
88%
88%

Data analysis

2.2.1

Matrix factorization

For bilinear mixing models it is assumed that an observed
concentration or mixing ratio, xij , can be linearly approximated by p sums of products, gik fkj , up to some error, eij :
X
xij =
gik fkj +eij , i=1...m, j =1...n, k=1...p,
(1)

Table 2. Coefficients of determination (R 2 ) for linear regressions
of factor contributions vs. ancillary tracers for combustion (CO,
NOx , CH4 ): [tracer]i =ak gik +bk . Estimates for ak are all significantly different from 0 on the p<0.05 level. Non-zero intercepts (bk >0) can be calculated for regression models involving CO
(bk =0.10. . . 0.12 ppm) and CH4 (bk =1.82. . . 1.84 ppm). R 2 ≥0.50
in bold, R 2 ≥0.40 in italics. (n: number of observations.)

k

j th

k th

where fkj represents the
species loading in the
factor
and gik the score of the k th factor in the i th sample. Both gik
and fkj are estimated in this approach. The model equation
above can be rewritten in matrix notation as follows
X=GF+E,

(2)

where G is an n×p-matrix containing p factor scores or contributions over n samples in time and F is an p×m-matrix
representing p factor profiles including m measured quantities. Paatero and Tapper (1993, 1994) showed that principal
component analysis (PCA) as a least-square fit to the data
matrix elements xij might be badly weighted and proposed
heteroscedastic errors for their model (positive matrix factorization, PMF). Uncertainty values, σij (based on the measurement error), are estimated for each data point, xij , and
are used to weight (wij =σij−1 ) the residuals, eij (see Eq. 1),
in the chi-square metric:
XX
Q=
(eij wij )2 ,
(3)
i

j

where Q is to be minimized with respect to both gik and fkj .
The program PMF2 written by Paatero (1997) was designed
to solve this task restricting the solution to non-negative values only, which allow for a quantitative interpretation of the
factors. The model parameters and uncertainty estimates
were specified as described for chromatographic data (GCFID) elsewhere (Lanz et al., 2008a).
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/

2.2.2

R2
(n)

CO
(8983)

NOx
(7202)

factor 1
factor 2
factor 3
factor 4

0.40
0.17
0.22
0.22

0.24
0.14
0.43
0.36

CH4
(2720)
0.50
0.26
0.22
0.20

Data projections

Henry (1997, 2003) has used a geometrical approach to visualize the receptor problem (Eqs. 1 and 2) and to derive starting values for his bilinear unmixing algorithm (UNMIX). It
is based on the assumption that there are samples in the data
representing pure (or absent) sources. As the measurement
site Jungfraujoch is located away from considerable anthropogenic source regions, the factor profiles F retrieved from
anthropogenic NMVOC concentrations can not be expected
to equal fresh emission profiles, because of atmospheric
oxidation processes altering the composition during transport. In order to check the connection of the PMF-solution
with the physical reality we projected the PMF-resolved profiles along with the real NMVOC-samples onto the planes
spanned by standardized principal components (PCs) as described below.
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5
4
3
2
1
0

factor 1

0.5

factor 2

0.0

Gstd =U3p /(uj λp=1 ),

factor 4

PC2
-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

(5)

Here, p represents the reduced dimensions of the data in
Rm , the m-dimensional subspace. The simplex spanned by
the p factors is called solution space. The standardization
given in Eq. (5) reduces the dimensionality of the PC coordinate system to p−1. These projections also allow to check
the dimensionality p as specified within the PMF analysis.

factor 3

-0.5

-1.0

benzene/toluene

PC1

the sources in the space of the principal components. All but
the first p diagonal elements in 3 were set to 0 to obtain 3p
and the standardized scores were calculated as

2.2.3

1.0

Trajectory statistics

PC2
1.0
factor 3
0.5
factor 1

TCE/CH2Cl2

0.0

0.2

factor 2

0.1

-0.5

0.0
-1.0
-1.5

PC3

factor 4

-0.5

0.0

PC1

0.5

1.0

1.5

factor 1

0.5

factor 2

0.0
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

factor 4
-1.0

TCE/benzene

factor 3
-0.5

0.00

PC3
-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Fig. 1. Data samples (n∼10 000) and PMF-resolved profiles (p=4)
projected onto the standardized PC planes (PC: principal components). The ratio benzene/toluene is shown for samples in the PC1
vs. PC2 plane (top), the ratio TCE/CH2 Cl2 for PC2 vs. PC3 (middle), and the TCE/benzene-ratio for PC1 vs. PC3 (down) (TCE:
trichloroethene).

First, the observables j were divided by their median,
X̃ : =Xij /median(xj ), to make their scales comparable (normalization). Then, the PCs of the matrix X̃ij (rank p<m),
which equal U3, were determined by singular value decomposition (SVD; described in more detail in Golub and Van
Loan, 1996):
X̃=U 3 Vt ,

(4)

where U is an n×m-matrix, 3 and V transposed are both
orthogonal m×m-matrices. The matrix-product U3 contains
the principal component scores, which are the coordinates of
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009

For the years 2002–2007, backward air mass trajectories are
available for Jungfraujoch (48 h back in time, 6 trajectories
per day, arrival altitude at ∼100 m above model ground).
These trajectories were computed using the model TRAJEC
(Fay et al., 1995) and are based on hourly 3-dimensional
wind fields (7 km×7 km horizontal resolution and 45 vertical levels) from the COSMO model. COSMO (Consortium
for Small-scale Modeling, http://cosmo-model.cscs.ch/) is an
operational numerical weather prediction model operated by
MeteoSwiss (Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology). The arrival altitude of these backward trajectories was
100 m above model ground or 2750 m a.s.l. which is considerably lower than the physical altitude of Jungfraujoch.
When using transport simulations on a finite grid to interpret measurements on mountain top site one needs to decide between improved model skill for short-range or longrange transport. Long-range transport is usually better reflected by trajectories initialised at the actual receptor height
which then only experience little surface influence. When focusing on questions of short-range (continental scale) transport and influence of the atmospheric boundary layer trajectories initialised close to model ground resemble local (surface influenced) flow much closer. In this study the focus is
on short-range transport from potential European source regions, therefore the arrival altitude at the receptor was set
to 100 m above model ground. The resulting trajectories
were loaded with the PMF calculated factor contributions,
gik . PMF results were assigned to trajectories if 1t<1.5 h,
where 1t is the absolute time difference between trajectory
arrival and available VOC measurements. In this way 5296
factor contributions were assigned to trajectories and the corresponding mixing ratios were redistributed within the European domain. A grid was superimposed on the domain of
the COSMO trajectories. A weighted mean mixing ratio was
calculated for each grid cell according to Seibert et al. (1994)
X
X
g abk = exp[(
τabi )−1
τabi ln(gik )],
(6)
i

i

where τabk is the residence time of the ith trajectory within
the atmospheric boundary layer of grid cell (a, b). The logarithmic transformation was chosen because the distribution
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/
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of the factor contributions was rather log-normal than normal. The atmospheric boundary layer top was defined as a
seasonally variable pressure difference between the surface
and the boundary layer top and reached from 120 hPa in January to 200 hPa in July. The results are shown for grid cells
hit by at least 10 trajectories. This procedure can not be expected to be quantitative, but gives an indication for potential
source regions of the considered pollutants (more details can
be found in Reimann et al., 2004). Assuming that significant
mixing can be ignored for the relatively short transport time
the trajectories carry the composition of the dominant emissions sources over Europe covering a temporal range of two
days. Depending on transport time from the emission region
to Jungfraujoch and OH concentrations, toluene, the most reactive compound (with an averaged lifetime of 2.4 days, see
Table 1) is only partially oxidized.

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Dimensionality and visualization of the PMFsolution

The determination of the number of factors is not closing for
all techniques of dimensionality reduction and receptor models. This holds even more for data collected at remote sites,
where the calculated receptor profiles can not be directly related to fresh emission profiles reported in the literature.
We chose four factors (p=4, Eq. 1) to approximate the full
data matrix. This solution yields a Q-value (see Eq. 3) of
∼105 , which is in line with what is expected for an nmelement data matrix (m=10, n∼10 000). This means that
overall the assumed uncertainties S approximate the model
error E, S≈E. This criterion is essentially a mathematical
one and does not guarantee that the PMF-solution can be related to physical reality.
In addition, the four factor profiles as calculated with the
PMF2 program were appended to the data matrix X and subject to the data projection as described above (Eqs. 4 and
5). Figure 1 shows the NMVOC measurements projected
onto the standardized PC planes along with the 4-factorial
PMF solution. The PMF-modeled profiles lie close to the
vertices of the facets (defined by Gstd ) in the coordinate system of the standardized PC scores. Therefore, the PMFsolution seems connected with the physical reality, which
also clearly reduces its potential rotational uncertainty. From
these projections, it can easily be deduced that the PMFsolutions are very close to the vertices of a tetrahedron (i.e.
a 3-dimensional simplex defined by the data), supporting the
choice of a 4-factorial solution in this application. In other
words: the majority of points each representing 10 simultaneous NMVOC observations lie in the triangles of the projections of the factors providing evidence that the four selected factors represent important tropospheric processes determining a large part of the atmospheric variability of the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/
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sample. The choice of more factors, p=5, 6, 7,. . . , results
in unrealistic factor profiles representing single species (see
Sect. 3.2). In Fig. 1 (top panel) a few samples lie beyond factor 3 (i.e., higher PC2 and lower PC1 scores) allegedly providing a better solution profile. However, these samples exhibit an overwhelming toluene peak and Li et al. (2005) have
hypothesized that a local source might cause such events (the
presence of such local toluene sources can affect the determination of the absolute and relative photochemical age for
the arriving air masses). As indicated by this plot (Fig. 1,
top panel), these toluene dominated samples were downweighted in the robust mode of the PMF2 algorithm and do
not determine the shape of factor 3 (Fig. 2). If PMF was
run in the non-robust mode, these samples would not have
been down-weighted and factor 3 would be at −1.0/1.0 in
PC1/PC2-space, Fig. 1, top panel.
The benzene:toluene ratio (as shown for the standardized
PC1 scores vs. PC2 scores in Fig. 1, top panel) has been used
to calculate a “photochemical age” of the air masses at receptor sites by assuming common sources and constant emission
ratios for the two compounds (Roberts et al., 1984). However, as pointed out by McKeen and Liu (1993) this idealistic concept overrides non-linear processes that influence the
benzene:toluene ratio in non-isolated air parcels from source
to receptor, such as uptake of fresh emissions on the transport
path and mixing with background air of variable composition. Therefore, NMVOC ratios can not be expected to provide an accurate absolute age of the arriving air masses, but
may serve as a qualitative indication of the age/origin of the
air masses. Li et al. (2005) and Lanz et al. (2008c) showed
that the benzene:toluene ratio can be indicative for the photochemical age of the arriving air masses at Jungfraujoch, at
least for selected periods. However, initial benzene:toluene
ratios at emission sources (in VOC source regions) show a
large variability in place and time, limiting the use of this
ratio as a conclusive and qualitative surrogate for the air
masses’ age. Hypotheses based on the benzene:toluene ratio
of the factors, e.g. the free tropospheric character of factor 1,
need to be validated by additional evidence, e.g. given by
means of backward trajectory analysis (Sect. 3.3). The top
panel in Fig. 1 indicates that factor 1 (aged air masses) and
factor 3 (fresh emissions) span the full range of air mass ages
observable at Jungfraujoch during 2000–2007. This suggests that these factors are not only indicative for emission
sources, but also for atmospheric processes, such as aging of
air masses.
A stratification of the samples can also be described by
factors 2 and 4 with respect to the trichloroethene:dichloromethane ratio (Fig. 1, middle panel) as well as the trichloroethene:benzene ratio (Fig. 1, lower panel). While the substances of the former ratio have different lifetimes, those of
the latter are very similar (Table 1) further questioning the
conclusiveness of NMVOC ratios as surrogates for air mass
clocks.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009
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P
Table 3. Mean source contributions estimates (SCE), mean(gik / j xij ), and the standard deviation of the mean in brackets. Seasonal
abundance of the contribution as absolute values (ppb) and percentages (%) (s: summer source, w: winter source). Potential source regions
(PSR) in Europe as calculated by trajectory statistics for absolute (ppb) and relative (%) factor contributions (N: North, S: South, E: East,
W: West). Key species in each factor as defined by an explained variation (EVkj ) >50% (concept of EVkj see Sect. 3.2). A tentative
interpretation of the PMF factors as NMVOC sources is given as well.
factor k
k=1
k=2
k=3
k=4

SCE (%)

season (ppb)

season (%)

correlation

PSR (ppb)

PSR (%)

key species

interpretation

42 (0.2)
28 (0.2)
19 (0.1)
5 (0.1)

w
s
−
−

w
s
s
s

CH4 , (CO)
−
(NOx )
−

NE
SE
SE
SE

NE
NSEW
S
W

(iso-)butane
CH2 Cl2 , C2 Cl4
toluene
C2 HCl3

aged, combustion, (gas distribution)
industrial, non-combustion
fresh, solvent-use
industrial, non-combustion

In addition, it should be noted that the sources of benzene
and toluene are not identical - the extreme benzene:toluene
ratios might simply indicate that factors 1 and 3 represent
compositional changes in this respect. This seems plausible as wood burning emissions for instance were characterized by a benzene:toluene ratio of 10, whereas a ratio of 0.5
or less was estimated for fossil fuel burning (Lanz et al.,
2008a). Recent research suggests that wood burning is a seasonally important source of airborne organics in Europe, e.g.
in Helsinki (Saarikoski et al., 2008), in Zurich (Lanz et al.,
2008b) or in the Alps (Sandradewi et al., 2008; Gaeggeler et
al., 2008). On the other hand, many solvents contain toluene
but virtually no benzene, yielding a benzene:toluene ratio of
∼0.
3.2

Factor profiles

The factor profiles are discussed in terms of explained variability, EV ,
X
XX
EVkj : = i | gik fkj | /( (
| gih fhj | + | eij |)), (7)
i

h

the relative contribution of each factor k to the individual
compounds j , as their absolute mixing ratios in ambient air
are on different scales and not directly comparable. As in
Eq. (1), f represents the factor profiles and g the factor contributions (time series).
Factor 1 explains the variability of C4 and C5 hydrocarbons (isobutane (56%), butane (65%), pentane (45%),
isopentane (30%) and hexane (45%) as well as benzene
(46%), plotted in Fig. 2, right x-axis). Virtually no chlorinated NMHCs are included in this factor. Benzene mixing
ratios are over-represented as opposed to fresh emission profiles of both wood and fossil fuel combustion (Lanz et al.,
2008a). Benzene is the longest-lived hydrocarbon considered
here and, for this reason, factor 1 is interpreted as a (highly)
aged combustion and natural gas distribution profile (for an
overview of tentative factor interpretations see Table 3). At
Jungfraujoch, strongly aged air usually is influenced by air
masses from the lowermost free troposphere, particularly in
winter. The compounds might be emitted into the planetary
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009

boundary layer in other continents and oxidized during intercontinental transport (see e.g Li et al., 2005, and Balzani
Lööv et al., 2008).
Factor 3 also explains the variability of mainly hydrocarbon species. But in contrast to the first factor, compounds
that can be associated with industrial solvent-use, fresh road
traffic-emissions or evaporation, such as iso-pentane (35%),
pentane (32%), hexane (31%) and toluene (70%) are included in factor 3. The hydrocarbon profile is very similar
(R 2 =0.99, n=7) to the profile “solvent use” estimated for urban data of Zurich, which is located in the Swiss plateau representing air advected from the polluted planetary boundary
layer to Jungfraujoch (Lanz et al., 2008a).
The chlorinated compounds are predominantly distributed
to factors 2 and 4. Factor 2 comprises the long-lived dichloromethane (70%) and tetrachloroethene (56%). Hydrocarbons play a minor role (and possibly represent mixing
with background air): benzene (37%), isobutane (29%) etc.
The fourth factor explains most of the trichloroethene variability (92%), and to some minor extent also tetrachloroethene (20%) and dichloromethane (12%).
The large variability of the measurements of the individual compounds (see Table 1) can be strongly reduced, when
described as a linear combination of the 4 factors. Only between 3% (trichloroethene) and 24% (hexane) of the variabilities remain unexplained by the model (see Fig. 2 and
Tab. 1). Increasing the number of factors to p=5 leads to
a factor that almost exclusively explains hexane variability (EV5,hexane =96%). Assuming even more factors yields
additional factors that predominantly explain the variability of individual compounds. This can be explained by
the fact that the long-term background variability of individual compounds makes up about half of the computed
Q (see Eq. 3). For this calculation, baseline values for
each NMVOC species were estimated in analogy to Novelli et al. (1998) and Thoning et al. (1989), subtracted from
the NMVOC measurement series, and PMF2 was re-run for
these background corrected data (the background mixing ratios of each species were approximated by a polynomial
quadratic equation and the window width of the low-pass filter was set to 80 days). This analysis further revealed that the
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/
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Fig. 2. Factor profiles
P as calculated by PMF. The factor profiles sum
to unity, fkj [1] : = j fkj =1, and are indicated by the colored bars
(left axis). The variability of each compound that is explained by
the k th factor, EV [%], is shown on the right axis (whiskers).

differences between the factor profiles calculated for background corrected and uncorrected data are negligible when
p=4 (or less) factors were prescribed.

3.3.1
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The factor contributions, gik (time series in ppb), are shown
in Fig. 3. Monthly boxplots were calculated to represent
the seasonally different cycles of the four factors (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Time series of the factor contributions as mixing ratios
ppb (derived from NMVOC measurements at Jungfraujoch during
2000–2007; n∼10 000)

Factor 1 is most important in winter, which is in accordance
with the tentative interpretation of influences of lowermost
free tropospheric (aged) air and natural gas distribution that
occurs dominantly in winter time (see also last paragraph of
this section). Factor 2 exhibits the highest mixing ratios in
the warm season pointing to the direction of convective processes, which transport primary pollutants from the polluted
planetary boundary layer to Jungfraujoch. On the other hand,
factor 3 and factor 4 do not show an explicit seasonal cycle for their absolute contributions in ppb (but show summer
maxima when their relative contributions in % ppb/ppb are
considered). As shown in Fig. 2 most NMVOCs included
in the statistical analysis are represented by different factors, e.g. the isobutane mixing ratio makes up a substantial
fraction of factor 1-profile (∼25%), but also in the profile
of factor 2 (∼15%) and a minor fraction in factor 4 (∼5%).
Indeed, the classification by PMF allows for further information about NMVOC variability that is not evident from
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009
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Fig. 4. Monthly boxplots of the four PMF factor contributions in ppb (n∼10 000). The horizontal bar represents the median, the boxes are
confined by the 1st and 3rd quartile. Circles represent extreme observations. Monthly median values are shown for the observed in-situ
measurements of the 10 NMVOCs considered. TCE: trichloroethene, PCE: tetrachloroethene.

separate analyses of single compounds, as all measured hydrocarbons (except toluene) show a yearly cycle with maxima in winter (Fig. 4, lower left panel).
This hydrocarbon accumulation in winter can be observed at several remote sites in the Northern hemisphere,
e.g. in Canada (Bottenheim and Shepherd, 1995) or Germany
(Klemp et al., 1997) as well as in free tropospheric air analyzed by Balzani Lööv et al. (2008), representing one potential driver of spring maxima of ozone (Monks, 2000). This
accumulation may be in part caused by the seasonal variation of hydroxyl radical concentrations [OH], but also due to
more medium-range transport from polluted areas to remote
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009

locations in wintertime. Toluene, on the other hand, does
not show a distinct seasonal variation (Fig. 4, lower right
panel). This is possibly due to its OH reaction rate-constant
high enough to explain the removal of a significant toluene
fraction during transport even in winter and/or toluene emissions in nearby Alpine valleys with higher mixing ratios than
its background level. The seasonal variation in toluene is relatively small compared to other hydrocarbons with similar
atmospheric lifetimes (iso-hexane and iso-butane; cf. Table 2
and Fig. 4). A possible explanation for this seasonal behavior is increased evaporative loss of toluene from solvents in
summer (as indicated by the seasonal patterns of factors 2

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/
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Fig. 5. Scatter plots for methane vs. factor 1: linear regression slopes, intercept, and R2 indicated for winter, spring, summer, and autumn
represented by December (n=132), March (n=346), June (n=223), and September (n=324), respectively. For spring and fall months, a square
root-transformation of the scores clearly reduces the interdependence of the residuals of the linear regression model and typically increases
R 2 . Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval of the regression line.

and 3 in Fig. 4). In addition, contributions from vegetation
to toluene in the warm season (as reported for a rural site
in the Northeastern US; White et al., 2009) can not be ruled
out. This example (i.e., potentially high emissions and relatively rapid removal of toluene) illustrates that the equation of factor contributions with emission source strengths
can be impaired at remote sites for substances with variable
reactivity or interception efficiencies. In other words, the retrieved factors might be interpreted rather as characteristic
NMVOC compositions than fresh emission profiles. Nevertheless, the average transport time of air masses is estimated
to be ∼0.5 day (see below), whereas the atmospheric lifetime
of the most labile species analyzed in this study (toluene) is
five times higher. We therefore conjecture that, overall, the
NMVOC variability is driven by both source activities and
chemical degradation.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/

The three considered chlorinated NMVOCs (represented
in factors 2 and 4) show maxima in the warm season, highlighting their use as evaporative solvents as well as the higher
impact of the industrialized Po Valley nearby on trace gas
levels at Jungfraujoch during the warmer season (as mentioned in Seibert et al., 1998, and in Henne et al., 2005b).
In summer, transport times of polluted PBL air towards
Jungfraujoch are strongly reduced due to higher PBL top,
enhanced convection and thermally induced circulation systems in mountainous terrain, outweighing the enhanced
OH-chemistry on Jungfraujoch: the air masses arriving at
Jungfraujoch are more (photochemically) aged in winter than
in summer (Baltensperger et al., 1997; Nyeki et al., 1998;
Zellweger et al., 2003a, 2003b; Henne et al., 2005a), which is
different for sites that are within the PBL throughout the year.
Therefore, it is plausible that a factor representing aged combustion and natural gas distribution (factor 1) is enhanced in
winter.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009
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Fig. 6. Trajectory statistics calculated for the contributions (ppb) of four factors. Back trajectories were calculated based on COSMO
weather forecasts (2 days). The inserted figures show the trajectory statistics for the relative source strengths (%) of the factors. The number
of considered trajectory-measurement pairs was N=5296.

3.3.2

Correlation with gaseous tracers of primary
combustion

We have hypothesized that factor 1 represents an aged combustion profile (Sect. 3.2). Indeed, its contributions are
correlated with other long-lived gaseous combustion tracers
such as CO and CH4 (Table 2). The correlation of factor 1
with methane exhibits a strong seasonal dependence, ranging from rather weak (R 2 =0.05. . . 0.44) in summer months
(June, July, August) up to R 2 =0.84. . . 0.90 in winter months
(December, January, February) – intermediate values can be
calculated for months in spring (R 2 =0.41. . . 0.64) and fall
(R 2 =0.58. . . 0.85). Interestingly, in spring and fall months
this relationship is more adequately represented for squareroot transformed factor contributions (comp. Fig. 5). In summer (low correlations), an even higher fractional contribution
of natural sources to methane can be expected compared to
winter (Denman et al., 2007), e.g. caused by increased biological methanogenesis in soils or plants, which was found to
be positively correlated with ambient temperature (Vigano et
al., 2008). In contrast, the NMVOCs defining factor 1 originate from anthropogenic activities. In addition, the absence
of pollution events in the summery season may explain this
trend, but no such strong seasonality could be observed for
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009

the correlation with CO (R 2 =0.40 on average), which – in
contrast to methane – is released predominantly by anthropogenic sources throughout the whole year (Mészáros et al.,
2004).
In contrast to the first factor, factor 2 seems uncorrelated
with these latter trace gases and also with NOx , which together with the findings in the previous chapter, indicate an
industrial, non-combustive source for factor 2-species.
3.3.3

Potential source regions

A statistical analysis of the trajectories assigned to PMF factor contributions was performed to deduce potential source
regions of the NMVOCs (comp. Sect. 2.2.3). Factor contributions (in mixing ratios, ppb) were redistributed within Europe following the approach by Seibert et al. (1994). The resulting maps (Fig. 6) show potential source strengths in ppb
and were calculated for the European continent (plus large
islands), as comparatively low emissions from the sea can
be expected. However, absolute mixing ratios might not always be suitable to derive distinct potential source regions:
clean air is transported rapidly from the Atlantic Ocean
to Jungfraujoch, strongly diluting the NMVOCs emitted in
France. This is different for air from Eastern Europe that
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/
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Fig. 7. (a) Total boundary layer residence time of all N=5296 trajectories, (b) relative average boundary layer time of trajectories arriving
at times when factor 1 dominated (i.e. contributed >66%) the measurements (N=842; see text for details) and (c) when factor 2 dominated
(N=291). On the relative scale a value below 1 indicates less than average surface contact within a grid cell, while values larger than 1 show
more than average surface contact. Factors 3 and 4 dominated in less than ten cases and are not shown here.

may be characterized by high pollution levels already when
entering Europe. Thus, trajectory statistics based on absolute mixing ratios may be biased towards Eastern sources
in the case of Jungfraujoch. In considering this fact, maps
generated
Pwith redistributed relative contributions defined by
rik =gik / 4k=1 gik (in % ppb/ppb) can be instructive as well
and are actually shown as smaller inserts in Fig. 6 and discussed below. All trajectories assigned to NMVOC measurements (N=5296) were in contact with the planetary boundary
layer for at least 20 min, but on average for 22.4 h. More than
90% of the assigned trajectories had boundary layer contact
outside Switzerland.
The sources of factor 1-species are potentially located in the Netherlands, Eastern Europe, Southern
Italy, and England.
These regions are known for
their anthropogenic emissions as also corroborated by
the EDGAR inventory for anthropogenic CH4 -emissions
in Europe (http://www.mnp.nl/edgar/model/v32ft2000edgar/
edgv32ft-ghg/edgv32ft-ch4.jsp) that identifies the same areas as strong methane source regions. Thus, the identification
of these source regions points to gas/oil distribution, combustion etc. or wood burning as sources related to factor 1.
Furthermore, the same regions show relatively strong COwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/

emissions as can be derived from the EMEP emission inventory; http://www.ceip.at. It is also evident that contributions
from border regions of Europe are enhanced (Fig. 6). Based
on the used type of back trajectories, which were limited to
the western and central European domain, we can not rule out
that these emissions also originate from outside this domain,
for example Russia or also North America. This together
with the high benzene:toluene ratios (Sect. 3.1) suggests that
factor 1 may not only reflect source activity, but possibly aging as well: factor 1 presumably also reflects medium-range
transport of the pollutants. High emissions from southern
Scandinavia as well could be inferred from Fig. 6, however
this allocation is more uncertain: the total residence time of
the back trajectories in the boundary layer of that latter region
is about two magnitudes lower than for instance in Northern
Italy. It is noteworthy that no strong sources were assigned
within and close to Switzerland emphasising the more aged
(free tropospheric) character of factor 1. This is also underlined by Fig. 7 in which total boundary layer residence times
for all trajectories are compared to total boundary layer residence times of trajectories that were dominated (rik >2/3)
by factor 1 and 2, respectively. Total residence times for
all trajectories (Fig. 7a) showed a relatively uniform circular
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009
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distribution around the receptor site with a bias towards westerly advection. At times when factor 1 dominated the measurements the trajectories had relatively little residence time
close to the receptor site. There was especially little boundary layer contact in Northern Italy (Fig. 7b). More than average residence times were indicated in Northern Germany and
around the Western Baltic Sea. The average total residence
time of these trajectories within the European boundary layer
was 17.3 h in comparison to 22.4 h for all trajectories, again
indicating the more free tropospheric character of factor 1.
Cases in which factor 1 dominated were mainly observed
during the winter when Jungfraujoch is usually only weakly
affected by input from the regional PBL (Balzani Lööv et al.,
2008).
Factor 2 is dominated by hydrocarbons mainly used for
industrial purposes, e.g. dichloromethane as a solvent. High
factor 2 contributions as well can be associated with anthropogenic emission sources located in Eastern Europe, but an
additional source region is the highly industrialized Po Valley. Also Southern Spain is a candidate as a potential source
region for factor 2, but given its more remote location, the
trajectory statistics are more uncertain in this case (again,
the total trajectory residence time per grid cell is about two
magnitudes lower than e.g. in Northern Italy.) When factor 2 dominated the measurements the trajectories showed
enhanced residence time over Poland, the Czech Republic
and Eastern Austria (Fig. 7c); these cases mainly occurred
mainly in summer. Contributions were also slightly enhanced over central France and about average from Northern
Italy. On average these trajectories had spent 26.6 h within
the European boundary layer, significantly longer than factor 1 dominated trajectories.
The potential source regions for factor 3 and 4 contributions as calculated by using absolute contributions in ppb are
almost identical (see Fig. 6). Factor 3 contributes the largest
NMVOC fraction (relative contributions, % ppb/ppb) when
air masses are arriving from the South (see Fig. 6, inserted
maps). This nicely corroborates the anticipated solvent-use
(see Sect. 3.2) and hence temperature-dependent emissions
of the relative factor contributions. Conversely, factor 4
(dominated by trichloroethene variability) contributions are
most abundant when air masses are arriving from the Western
sector (France/Atlantic Ocean), hinting at a distinct region
of industrial sources – although potential oceanic emissions
of trichloroethene have also been reported, e.g. by natural
sources such as seawater algae (Dimmer et al., 2003; Abrahamsson et al., 1995; Khalil, 1999).

4

Conclusions

Four factors describing the variability of predominantly manmade NMVOCs with intermediate atmospheric lifetimes (2
days to 6 months) at Jungfraujoch, Switzerland, were derived by positively constrained matrix factorization (PMF).
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 3445–3459, 2009
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The calculated factor contributions were loaded on backward
trajectories to estimate potential source regions and compared with ancillary data to infer further source information.
Particular properties and source information could be associated with the estimated factors, which are not deducible
by separate analyses of single compounds. Factors 1 and 3
mainly explain the Cx Hy variabilities. While factor 1 explains aged combustion- and natural gas distribution-related
NMVOCs, factor 3 covers NMVOCs associated with fresh
emissions and solvent-use. Correspondingly, factor 1 is correlated with CO and CH4 (probably anthropogenic CH4 as
its source regions match the anthropogenic CH4 emissions),
whereas factor 3 is rather correlated with NOx , a tracer for
fresh emissions. The variability in chlorinated compounds
(Cx Hy Clz ) is covered by factors 2 and 4. While both factors
can be associated with industrial VOC use in Northern Italy
and Eastern Europe, the contributions of factor 4 (key species
C2 HCl3 ) are relatively high when air arrives from the West
at Jungfraujoch. No such dependency can be observed for
factor 2 (key species CH2 Cl2 , C2 Cl4 ).
However, the conclusions are only valid for the chosen VOC subset (non-methane hydrocarbons and chlorinated
VOCs). The impact of various sources on total gas-phase
organics (t-NMVOC) can not be inferred from the present
study: clearly, sources that emit comparatively high proportions of OVOCs (e.g. biogenic sources and biomass burning;
Shim et al., 2007; Gaeggeler et al., 2008) are underestimated
by these analyses regarding t-NMVOC. Legreid et al. (2008)
found that OVOCs including methanol, formaldehyde, and
acetone dominate t-NMVOC concentrations at Jungfarujoch.
However, these measurements were only performed during
four seasonal campaigns in 2005 and therefore not included
in our study.
A factor representing highly aged combustive emissions
and losses from natural gas distribution accounts for 42%
ppb/ppb of the mixing ratio of all 10 NMVOCs considered
(factor 1). It is correlated with CO (representing a tracer of
anthropogenic emissions) and with CH4 , especially in wintertime when natural sources make the smallest contribution. High factor 1 activities found in winter coincided with
air masses arriving from Eastern Europe, Benelux, Southern Italy and England. Interestingly, these regions overlap
with the hotspots of anthropogenic methane emissions in Europe (relating factor 1 to natural gas-combustion). However, the factor attributed to aged combustion (factor 1)
and another hydrocarbon-dominated, but solvent-like factor (factor 3) also represent extreme benzene:toluene ratios
(Fig. 1): we therefore believe that these factors, derived
for remote NMVOC observations, also represent differently
aged air masses. In contrast to measurements close to anthropogenic sources (Lanz et al., 2008a), this finding suggests
that NMVOC variability at Jungfraujoch may not only be influenced by source activities, but also by chemical processing
though factors 2 and 4 cannot be associated with air mass
ages (determined based on benzene:toluene ratios).
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/3445/2009/
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Factor 2 (28% ppb/ppb of considered NMVOCs) mostly
represents dichloromethane and tetrachloroethene, which are
predominantly released by industrial solvent-use and production (Cox et al., 2003). Factor 2 is most active in the
warm season and, furthermore, rather uncorrelated with tracers of combustive processes (CO, NOx , and CH4 ). Trajectory
statistics indicate that its potential source regions are Northern Italy and (as for all anthropogenic NMVOC sources)
Eastern Europe, which both harbor manufacturing industries.
Relative factor contributions loaded on back trajectories provided additional information, indicating distinct source regions in the West and South for factor 3 and factor 4, respectively.
Most individual NMVOCs and the contributions of three
out of four factors decreased from the years 2000–2001 to
2006–2007. The strengths of this decrease (in % ppb) seems
somewhat related to the lifetimes of the species included in
each factor, ranging from −31%. . . −38% (factors 1 and 4)
to −52% (factor 3). For factor 2, on the other hand, an increase by 30% can be estimated for the same period, reflecting increasing dichloromethane and tetrachloroethene mixing ratios in recent years. The effect of European NMVOC
regulation policies might be overruled by increasingly higher
global emissions, which is observable at Jungfraujoch only
for the longest-lived substances of the considered NMVOCs.
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